Maverick X3 Light Bar Harness
Thank you for purchasing XTC™ Power Products Plug & Play™ Rear Chase Light Bar Harness. It plugs into the
Rear Tail Light Harness and gives the Brake Signal. Please read the instructions fully and familiarize yourself with
the components before starting the install.
1. Remove the passenger seat and center tunnel plastics on the Passenger side.
2. Run the large plug set with the output wires through the rear fire wall to the driver’s side rear factory tail light
harness
3. Unplug OEM rear light harnesses and plug the adapter in, if you have our TSS installed plug it in after/rear of the TSS
adapter.

4. Run the other smaller harness plug set to the passenger rear tail light harness behind the passenger rear fire wall
and plug inline, once again if our TSS is installed plug it in after or closer to the outside of the car.

5. Run the harness with the 3 wires Blue, Gray and Brown to the switches that are being used to control options on
your chase light.
6. Attach the black wire to the top busbar post and the fused red wire to the switched bottom post.

WARNING! Keep power wire away from any hot or moving parts.
7. Strip 1/4" off each wire. Connect the wires following the Light Bar manufacturers instructions using the Heat
Shrinkable butt connector.
8. The output wires are listed below 1. Red wire is keyed Light Bar Power/Running Lights
2. Black wire is Ground
3. Green wire is Right Brake Light
4. Yellow wire is Left Brake Light
5. Blue, Green and Brown are trigger wires for the Light Bar optional functions.

9. Heat Butt Connectors to seal the wires into the connectors to keep connection dry and clean.
10. Using the supplied cable ties, secure the wire harness to the car once again making sure that the wire is kept away
from any hot or moving parts.
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